our history the official site of the bahamas - in 1492 christopher columbus made landfall in the new world on the island of san salvador inspired by the surrounding shallow sea he described them as islands of the baja mar shallow sea which has become the islands of the bahamas when he arrived there were about 40 000 lucayans, story of the bahamas paul albury 9780333171325 amazon - in the bahamas he was well known as an active member of the bahamas historical society of which he became president as well as a speaker and writer by the use of these media he endeavoured for many years to impart to his fellow bahamians some of his own enthusiasm for this fascinating study, history of the bahamas wikipedia - the earliest arrival of humans in the islands now known as the bahamas was in the first millennium ad the first inhabitants of the islands were the lucayans an arawakan speaking taino people who arrived between about 500 and 800 ad from other islands of the caribbean their ancestors came from mainland south america where arawakan language peoples were present in most territories and especially along the northeastern coast recorded history began on 12 october 1492 when christopher columbus, the story of the bahamas by paul albury goodreads - by the way if your only exposure to the bahamas is via cruise ships or a trip to nassau or freeport you are not experiencing the real bahamas this book is written in a slightly wooden style but the author is a bahamian of the famous albury family and he knows his bahamas history, brief history of the bahamas nationsonline org - the bahamas was one of the few areas in the region in which the arawak people were not displaced by the more warlike caribs when in 1492 christopher columbus made his first landing in the new world in the bahamas the people who met him were arawaks who he wrote have opened their hearts to us, history of the bahamas - the bahamas prospered until the onset of the american revolutionary war when both england and america took everything they could from the bahamas to fight each other after the declaration of independence in 1776 many of the english loyalists tories fled georgia and the carolinas either to florida then english owned or to the bahamas, bahamas stories for kids - stories of the bahamas history of the bahamas geography was a big part of the history of the bahamas christopher columbus landed in san salvador in 1492 when he saw how shallow the ocean was all around the islands he said baja mar which means shallow water and that s how the bahamas came to be named since the bahamas is so close, the 4 main islands of the bahamas are beautiful places to - the bahamas is home to approximately 380 000 persons with 83 identifying as afro bahamian black 15 as white and the remaining 2 from a plethora of nationalities like latinos or asians comprised of 29 islands and 661 cays or islets however the island can be classified into 16 different regions, bahamas shark attack victim shares story of survival - bahamas shark attack victim shares harrowing story of survival the attack on florida diver jonathan hernandez came just days before a college student was fatally attacked by a shark in the bahamas, the bahamas history geography points of interest - the bahamas the bahamas archipelago and country on the northwestern edge of the west indies this strategic location has given the history of the bahamas a unique and often striking character formerly a british colony the bahamas became an independent country within the commonwealth in 1973
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